TEAM MARATHON

😊Everyone Run One Lap
A. Crawl through a tunnel formed by the legs of your team
B. Doe-See-Doe everyone on your team
C. Slide across the gym and back
D. Jump over a line 4 x 4 times

😊Everyone Run One Lap
B. 5 x 5 jumps with a jump rope
C. Dribble a basketball 75 minus twenty five
D. 30 divided by 3 push-ups
A. The difference of 17 and seven tuck jumps

😊Everyone Run One Lap
C. 3 x 30 divided by 9 jumping jacks
D. The sum of 35 + 15 jump rope
A. Take a basketball around your waist the product of 2 x 6
B. Snap your fingers the quotient of 100 divided by five

😊Everyone Run One Lap
D. Clap your hands behind your back the sum of ten + ten
A. Give a high five to everyone on your team
B. Jump rope the sum of 3, 4, and 5
C. Bounce pass to everyone on your team twice

😊Everyone Run One Lap
A. Run One Lap Walk heel to toe across the gym and run back
B. Gallop to the end of the gym and leap back
C. The sum of 7 + 3 toe raises
D. The product of 5 x 2 curl-ups

Everyone Sit in the Center Circle and
Yell “I LOVE PE!” 5 times